MUSE „Uprising”
I. Listen to the song and complete the gaps:
Paranoia is in bloom,
The PR .............................will resume,
They'll try to push ........................that keep us all dumbed down,
And hope that we will never see the .....................around
(So come on)
Another ............................., another scene,
Another packaged lie to keep us trapped in greed,
And all the green belts............................ around our minds,
And endless............................to keep the truth confined
(So come on)
They will not .............. us,
They will stop degrading us,
They will not .................us,
We will be ...............................
(So come on)
Interchanging mind control,
Come let the revolution take its toll,
If you could flick a ..................... and open your third eye,
You'd see that
We should never be ...............................
(So come on)
Rise up and take the power back,
It's time the......................had a heart attack,
You know that their time's ....................... to an end,
We have to unify and watch our .................. ascend
They will not .................... us,
They will stop degrading us,
They will not .................. us,
We will be ..................
II. Explain the meaning of the expressions below:
a. green belts b. red tape c. fat cats d. flick a switch e. take its toll f. keep the truth confined g. paranoia is in bloom http://www.meaningfulenglish.pl

III.Answer the following questions:
1. What is the meaning of the title?

2. What is the uprising against?

3. Who are „they”?

4. Which different aspects of control/actions against the society are mentioned in the song?
What is the meaning of the song?

5. What is a conspiracy theory? Name at least three different conspiracy theories you are aware
of.
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PROJECT WORK
1. Search the Internet and find the information about the NWO and two conspiracy
theories of your choice. Then, fill in the table below:
Conspiracy
theory

General info about the theory Evidence to support the Your opinion about it
claims

1. New World
Order

2.

3.
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2. Talk to three students about differnet conspiracy theories and complete the following table.
Conspiracy
General info about the theory Evidence to support the Your partner's opinion
theory
claims
about it
1.

2.

3.

*3. Prepare a presentation about a conspiracy theory of your choice (you can also invent one if
you want to!)
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